Class Marker: A linguistic feature--morph, position, prosodic feature--which occurs only with a member of one class of word roots, and which may potentially occur with that member in more than one construction, is a Class Marker. Synonyms: marginal morpheme, lateral morpheme, functive, affix, particle.
Portmanteau Form: A Portmanteau Form is a composite of elements consisting of one or more morphemes and/or structural singnals combined in one morph in such a way that they cannot be phonologically identified.
Most marginal morphemes occur as components of portnamteau forms. A morpheme that is required by a construction of two word roots but is not possible in a different construction of the same
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-165 -two word roots is a portmanteau morpheme-and-construction-marker.
A morpheme which occurs only with a member of one class of word roots and which may potentially occur with that member in more than one construction is a portmanteau morpheme-and-class-marker.
Any class marker of a subordinate class is by definition also a construction marker.
In walked, the portmanteau form -ed includes a preterit mor- Synonyms: immediate constituent, ultimate constituent.
-166 -Repeated Constituent: A single constituent comprised of two or more noncontiguous parts within an utterance is a Repeated Constituent. On one level a repeated constitu~nt shows concord.
In los senores hablan, los senores constituent.
• • • -n. is a repeated Synonyms: discontinuous morpheme, concord marker, gramm.atical agreement marker.
Constitute: A composite form built from a pair of constituents and which in turn acts as a constituent of a larger construction is a Constitute.
Synonyms: construction, syntagma, syntagm.
